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The RCAB Continuous Quality Improvement (CQI) schedule identifies three CQI topics as the 
subjects of this reporting period.  These are: 
 

1. Review accomplishments of previous set of tasks, complete if necessary 
2. Assess overall CQI results as part of 2-year Policy Assessment 
3. Identify future CQI needs 
 

The following summary outlines activities and efforts related to these topics and lists efforts on 
the initiatives for the period of December 1, 2008 – May 31, 2009. 

1. Review accomplishments of previous set of tasks, complete if necessary 

a. Review/assess 2nd year CQI Improvements 

As stated in the previous report, the Archdiocese’s 2nd year of CQI accomplishments 
included the completion of a successful pilot effort to construct, test, refine and 
implement two additional personal safety/abuse prevention curricula for children in 
Grades Pre-K to 4 in a small number of Catholic elementary schools and parish religious 
education programs. Regional information sessions were held throughout the 
Archdiocese to familiarize religious educators and Catholic school personnel with the 
programs and to provide curriculum materials to those interested in implementing them.  
 
During this reporting period, approximately 10% of the parishes have reported successful 
implementation of one or the other of these additional programs for the younger children. 
As a result of having additional curricula from which to choose, these parishes were able 
to complete their implementation of personal safety/abuse prevention training for 
students in all grades. 
 
Also completed during the previous reporting period was a final report on a 2-year effort 
to develop a methodology to assess the effectiveness of the Archdiocese’s programs for 
child protection and abuse prevention. Since the report was posted, several dioceses have 
contacted the OCA to request additional detail and consultation regarding how the 
methodology could be applied to help evaluate their particular programs and policies. 
The final report, entitled “A Methodology for Assessing the Effectiveness of RCAB 
Programs for Child Protection and Abuse Prevention” was posted on the RCAB website 
and is available for review at: 
www.bostoncatholic.org/uploadedFiles/BostonCatholicorg/_Utility/Child_Advocacy/Effe
ctivenessAssessment-080330.pdf
 
Finally, during the 2nd year of CQI activities, the OCA continued to publicized on its 
website an annual schedule for training in the various safe environment programs: the 
VIRTUS® “Protecting God’s Children” (PGC) training for clergy, employees and 
volunteers; “Talking About Touching” (TAT), Stay Safe (SS) and “Keeping Children 
Safe” (KCS) programs for children in Grades PreK-3; and KCS training for Grades 4-8 
so that all parishes and schools have advanced notice of trainings available for new staff. 
The website was modified to include a section where parishes can announce when PGC 
sessions are being scheduled to train clergy, employees and volunteers so that other 
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parishes in the area can send their personnel. During this reporting period, feedback from 
multiple parishes and CAP Teams indicates that this collaborative approach between 
parishes continues to result in a more efficient use of resources that helps them meet their 
annual training requirements more easily. 

b. Begin 2-year evaluation of 2006 Policies and Procedures 

The Archdiocesan Review Board and the Implementation and Oversight Advisory 
Committee (IOAC) completed an extensive 2-year review of the Archdiocese's 2003 
Policies and Procedures for the Protection of Children in March 2006 and made a series 
of 22 recommendations for revision intended to strengthen the Archdiocese’s child 
protection and survivor outreach efforts. The document, entitled “Children First – A Two-
Year Assessment of the Implementation of Policies and Procedures for the Protection of 
Children (July, 2003)” was posted on the RCAB website on April 7, 2006 and may be 
reviewed at this address: 
www.bostoncatholic.org/uploadedFiles/BostonCatholicorg/_Utility/Child_Advocacy/Chil
drenFirstPolicyAssessment-060407.pdf
 
After taking the Children First report under advisement, the Cardinal issued a formal 
response to the Chair of the IOAC on May 11, 2009, dividing his comments on the 
specific recommendations – many of which have already been implemented - into three 
general areas: Pastoral Support and Outreach, Safe Environment Programs, and Changes 
in Systems and Practices. The Cardinal’s response has been posted on the RCAB website 
and may be viewed at this address: 
www.bostoncatholic.org/uploadedFiles/BostonCatholicorg/Offices_And_Services/Office
s/Sub_Pages/Special_Assitant_to_the_Cardinal/Children First Response letter.pdf
 
The process of Policy revision is currently underway and will incorporate the 
recommendations already implemented, as well as those that will be implemented in the 
near term. A requirement for periodic review and evaluation of Policy functioning will be 
included. 

 
c. Determine CQI needs for the next 3-year period 

As per the previous report, CQI needs for the next 3-year period are anticipated to focus 
most immediately on the tasks necessary to transition programmatic responsibilities for 
RCAB’s safe environment and abuse prevention programs for adults and children from 
the Office of Child Advocacy to a number of other offices, and the tasks necessary to 
sustain the accomplishments of the past 6 years. A sample of these responsibilities 
includes a) implementing the safe environment training and education programs for 
adults and children approved by the Cardinal; b) the selection/development of any 
additional programs; c) ongoing training of CAP Teams, principals, school personnel and 
religious educators who facilitate parish and school training on the approved programs; d) 
maintenance of a database in which training records of all personnel are kept; and e) the 
monitoring, measurement, and reporting of implementation of the programs in the 
parishes and schools (as reported to the annual USCCB Safe Environment Compliance 
Audits). 
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During this reporting period, meetings have taken place between the Director of the OCA 
and the Directors of several Archdiocesan departments anticipated to assume the 
continuing responsibility of maintaining the programs and sustaining them into the future 
(Religious Education, Catholic Schools, Parish Planning, etc). It is anticipated that these 
discussions will be ongoing and will result in an actionable transition plan. 
 

2. Assess overall CQI results as part of 2-year Policy Assessment 

As stated above in section 1(b), the process of constructing a revised Policy based on the 
recommendations of Children First and the Cardinal’s response to that report is currently 
underway. Until the next version of the Policies and Procedures is issued, however, it 
would be premature to assess CQI initiatives based on its requirements. However, based 
on the overall accomplishments from June 2006 to the present, during which time the 
Archdiocese initiated its first CQI process, and formalized an effort to continuously 
review and assess the quality of its child protection initiatives, the endeavor is highly 
worthwhile and serves to protect of children into the future. Among the accomplishments 
of this initiative are: 
 
- Improved communication with, and feedback from the Child Abuse Prevention 

(CAP) Teams conducting safe environment and mandated reporter training for RCAB 
clergy, employees and volunteers throughout the Archdiocese 

- Implementation of multiple personal safety and abuse prevention curricula for 
children in Grades PreK – 3 in parish religious education programs and schools 

- The conduct of a pilot program and subsequent implementation of a personal safety 
and abuse prevention curriculum for children in Grades 4-8 in the parishes and 
schools 

- Implementation of procedures to monitor and track mandated child abuse and neglect 
reports from RCAB schools and parishes 

- The conduct, review, and publication of the results of a pilot analysis to determine the 
effectiveness of RCAB programs for child protection 

3. Identify future CQI needs  

Since the present CQI initiative proceeded from the monitoring and evaluation of 
elements of the current Policies and Procedures for the Protection of Children, future 
CQI needs would necessarily be derived from the revised Policies and Procedures. Until 
those Policies are completed and published, it would be premature to predict in accurate 
detail what they might contain.  
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